
ISIX ▶Archive MigrAtion

Systematic system change: 
archive migration with ISIX. 



No data loss, but  
with added value. 

Audit-compliant, high-performance data migration.

ISIX archive migration provides a 
reliable, reproducible and completely 
authentic data transfer from a current 
archive of any manufacturer into a  
new one. After an initial analysis of your 
current archive, we will elaborate the 
feasibility and time frame for your 
migration in a proof of concept. Our  
own migration platform will be used  
for the data export in order to ensure 
continuity of operations. Each imported 
document is logged as per audit  
requirements and can thus be traced 
and accessed at any time.

Tailor-made data consolidation.
Our extremely flexible migration 
software is the perfect match for your 
individual requirements, both in  
terms of current data transfer and  
data consolidation as well as optimal 
integration into the new archive 
environment.

ISIX solutions for perfect migration 
and presentation.
ISIX RED CUBE ECM and ISIX RETRIEVAL 
meet the requirements of modern 
archive systems in an optimal way.  
ISIX RETRIEVAL ensures consistent data 
access throughout the company.  
The user-optimised features of ISIX 
RETRIEVAL are already integrated in  
ISIX RED CUBE, which is a highly 
adjustable, web-based ECM system  
for secure data storage.
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The advantages of ISIX.
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audit compliance and conformity.
ISIX migration solutions ensure the traceable and valid  
transfer of your data at any time.
▶  Conforms to audit and compliance requirements,  
 GDPdU and GeBÜv
▶  Reliability of the binary integrity of data and documents  
 in each migration phase
▶  Extensive logging at all levels via system and audit
▶  Transparency and traceability of metadata

Secure and flexible data migration.
The ISIX migration process is the optimal solution for a 
structured, individually adaptable data transfer without  
any loss of content.
▶  Migration steps that can be individually defined
▶  Highly flexible configuration of migration rules 
▶  Conversion of metadata and documents
▶  Migration of partial data sets
▶  Data consolidation and adaptation of data sets

an individual migration platform. 
The ISIX platform makes it possible to outsource all migration 
tasks and responsibilities to our server and storage system. 
▶  Independence from your hardware 
▶  High stability and system reliability
▶  Data migration occurs in the background with no  
 interruption to operations
▶  Minimal system utilization for current and new system
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▶ MetADAtA AnD oBjectS
▶ Log fiLeS
▶ reporting 
▶ controLLing
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ISIX is a specialist in migrating and 
archiving data on ECM systems. We  
have more than 20 years of expert 
knowledge in the development, 
integration and support of archiving 
systems. Our highly flexible solutions 
meet every requirement with respect  
to compliance and audits, combining 
optimal investment protection with a 
high level of cost-effectiveness. As a 
full-service provider, we are able to 
support you in all phases of the project 
– from an initial analysis through the 
entire migration process to assistance 
with audits and support for your new  
archive system. 

Secure migration, storage 
and presentation of data.


